
 

Enjoyable products   
successfully packed!



Wollenhaupt Tee - Create enjoyment 
and bring it to the world!
The passion for tea, which began at Wollenhaupt more than 130 years ago, is still 
the daily drive and basis for a customer-oriented corporate culture. 

By offering superior product quality, innovative ideas and customised solutions, we 
have evolved into a leading producer and supplier of tea. Today, we are a reliable 
partner in over 70 countries, both for specialised retailers and for global producers of 
branded products.

Our portfolio includes tea in all its varieties with all cut sizes and leaf grades, with 
both classic and flavoured teas. We offer private label customers individual packaging 
concepts tailored to their needs.

From pyramid bags to individually designed flat-base bags up to transport packa-
ging for your own packaging. Using state-of-the-art packaging technology, we effi-
ciently produce your individual tea product - ready to market and suitable for your  
distribution channel. Feel free to talk to us about your ideas, goals and wishes!

Benefit from our experience and be inspired and convinced by the packaging variety 
offered by Wollenhaupt.



Sustainable packaging
At Wollenhaupt, we are intensively engaged in the topic of ‘Packaging & Sustain- 
ability’ and will support you to select the best fitting packaging materials and  
properly label and communicate the benefits. When choosing packaging, we  
always keep a close eye on the balance between the three main requirements for 
packaging: customer information – product protection and safety – low environ-
mental impact.

Our sustainable packaging portfolio includes bags in a wide range of different  
shapes, sizes and materials:

 Glassine
 Agricultural waste
 Grass paper
 Cellulose
 PLA
 Natron paper



Flat-base bag / Box-pack bags / Zip-lock bag
 Wide range of colours, shapes and 

 materials with/without window
 Weights from 50 g to 1,000 g
 Aroma-safe bag material, with/without 

 grammage printing - also in sustainable 
 materials

 Customised label formats: 
 front and back or front-base variant

 Individual design options 
 (depending on quantity)

Tube bag
 Transparent or full surface design, aroma-safe foils 

 in different shapes, colours and materials - also 
  available as sustainable cellulose foil

 Weights from 10 g to 2,000 g
 Classic pillow or stand-up bag
 Special format: Stabilo-SEAL with reinforced sealed  

 seam
 Individual print or labelling possible 

 (depending on quantity)

Our packaging options for you!



Folding box / Gable-shaped 
folding box

 Folding boxes in various shapes with/without 
 window and aroma-safe inner bag - also available 
 with sustainable cellulose bag

 Weights from 75 g to 200 g
 Attractive customised options by labelling or 

 printing (depending on quantity)

Tins 
 Tins in different shapes and materials (also PET tins) with/without window
 Weights from 10 g to 200 g
 Tamper-evident closure by sleeving or labelling
 Design options through wrap-around or partial labelling or a mix of printing 

 and labelling (depending on quantity)



Tea Bags
Pyramid bags

 Various pyramid bag shapes and materials - also available with sustainable PLA
 Weights from 1.5 g to 4.5 g
 Fully designed individual envelopes possible - also available with sustainable 

 material (depending on quantity)

Further tea bag packaging options with our partners:
 Double chamber bags or hand sewn tea bags in different shapes and materials
 Packaging in various folding box shapes, stand-up bags or as loose bulk



Transport packaging 
Benefit from the expertise of our world-class creative product development for 
high-quality tea refinement.
We will gladly deliver your teas in a transport packaging of your choice,  so that 
you may optimally integrate them into your production logistics:

 Material range: kraft paper, cardboard, plastic or aluminum foil
 Bulk Sacks: 5 kg to 30 kg
 Big Bags: 150 kg to 500 kg



 

You are looking for an individual packaging with 
your own label? Feel free to contact us!

Wollenhaupt Tee GmbH
Gutenbergstraße 33-35
21465 Reinbek / Hamburg
Germany
DE-ÖKO-006

Phone:  +49 (0) 40-728-30-300
Fax: +49 (0) 40-728-30-333
Email: info@wollenhaupt.com
Internet: www.wollenhaupt.com

Registration in the commercial register:
Registry court:  Lübeck
Commercial register number:  HRB 1427 RE
VAT Reg. No.:  DE 8 11 18 11 95

Authorised managing director:
Stefan Feußner


